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OVERVIEW

DreamMaker®

INTRODUCES
“EXPERIENTIAL AVIATION”

In-Flight Yoga Sessions In-Flight Poker Tourney In-Flight Hypnotherapist In-Flight Spa Therapists
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Numerous surprise guest appearances: Various 
entertainers and personalities that either make a 
good story or tell a great one.“
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The DreamMaker, who coined the term 
'Experience Designer' 28 years ago, has thought 
of every possible comfort to make our guests' 
flight hours as memorable as their time on the 
ground.  A staff of 50, each specialists in their 
fields, will bring to mind the phrase 'it is the little 
things that count'.
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Artisan-à-Vous... the craftsman to you. Lift iPad, 
click and meet your favorite artisan, select item and 
it arrives at your hotel upon landing.... all while 
stirring your drink.“
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DreamMaker®

SIGNATURE FEATURES
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STORIES
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STORIES

Siem Reap
CAMBODIA
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Kathmandu
        NEPAL

STORIES
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STORIES

• Arrive at the majestic Oberoi Amarvilas in Agra and survey the Taj Mahal in the comfort of    
 afternoon tea before venturing out into the iconic UNESCO World Heritage site for a uniquely  
 executed private tour

• In the evening, enjoy an 8-course dinner by a Top 50 in the World chef on the veranda of the   
 hotel which opens up to lush, tiered gardens in full view of the Taj Mahal

• Dancers will perform exotic dances from all over India for a mesmerizing foray into Indian    
 culture

• In between courses, a respected archeologist and historian willl speak on the Indian Caste     
 system and its applications in modern India

Agra
INDIA
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STORIES

Florence 
& Siena  

ITALY
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STORIES

Cannes
FRANCE
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STORIES

Moulinet
FRANCE
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STORIES

London
        ENGLAND
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STORIES

Barcelona
SPAIN
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STORIES

• In a place where only $50,000 for a VIP table buys you distinction from the masses,         
 DreamMaker will produce an evening villa party that will have the A-list and locals        
 wondering when you’ll be back

• Imagine a complete sensory overload with a new concept experience that blends trip hop,    
 vocals, art, theatrical performances, and the ultimate neo-hippie cool vibes for an event     
 that the whole island will be trying to get into

• Descend on your jaw-droppingly gorgeous villa as your Grammy Award-winning co-host    
 has already warmed up the super cool, eclectic crowd - with the glittering lights of Ibiza town   
 in panoramic view

Ibiza
                               SPAIN
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STORIES

Marbella
SPAIN
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STORIES

• Land in Morocco for a complete change in sights, sounds, and smells to begin DreamMaker’s   
 “Ah-Maze Me" experience, involving an unforgettable journey through a labyrinth of souks 

• No trip to the sand dunes would make sense without camel-trekking in search of a little slice   
 of serenity

• A lavish and lively tented-dinner experience awaits guests with a fascinating line up of
 storytellers and entertainment by Grammy-winning artist Chris Botti, for the ultimate desert   
 experience before retiring to your exotic private villas

Marrakech
MOROCCO
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STORIES

Havana
CUBA
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          Country

        USA
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STORIES

Kona
        HAWAII
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STORIES

Pamalican 
Island

PHILIPPINES
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STORIES

• One of the family owners of an exotic pearl farm personally flies you into the private island   
 for an unforgettable experience in the birthplace of the rarest pearls in the world

• A procession of helicopters and seaplanes land as you begin a discovery of the incredible     
 beauty that can come with working in symbiosis with nature.  You will also learn some of the   
 most treasured secret of the orient through the story of the pearls that fetch the highest prices at  
 international auctions 

• Visit a hatchery, laboratory, nursery and more for a behind-the-scenes look at the famed      
 golden South Sea pearls.  Keep your diving license handy if you want to plunge into the      
 waters with the Deputy CEO and his team of divers as you swim amongst suspended      
 oyster baskets that are nurturing these organic, living gems - you’ll soon have an entirely new  
 appreciation for the natural environment and perhaps even a commitment to its conservation

Secret
              Island

                     PHILIPPINES
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STORIES

El Nido
PHILIPPINES
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STORIES

Manila
 PHILIPPINES
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EXPERIENCES
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EXPERIENCES
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EXPERIENCES
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PERSONALITIES
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PERSONALITIES

• Top world poker champion Daniel Negreanu will be thinking this is an easy $500,000, but you  
 didn't get to where you are without having game. If he cracks your aces and takes you out     
 early, at least half goes to the kids. If you prevail, you're a quarter mil to the better and have a  
 hell of a story. And some video to back it up.
• If you’re more of a sports fan, sit back for a private chat with five-time World Champion boxer  
 Roberto Duran or, wait for the ultimate fan’s moment in Havana, where Cuban-born baseball  
 legend Jose Canseco surprises the all-too-enraptured crowd during their daily fare of baseball  
 arguments.
• Open your mind and be a little vulnerable with astrologer Terry Nazon and mentalist John    
 Pullum.  If an intellectual exchange is more in order, Mark Obama Ndesandjo, author of “An  
 Obama’s Journey” has some stories to share.
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DINING
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DINING

• Our personal preference questionnaire will ascertain in great detail the individual tastes,     
 dietary sensitivities the least to most favorite ingredients resulting in menu design that not only  
 appeals to the group at large, but focuses on pleasing each guest individually

• No matter what table you sit down at, your butlers will have previously had a sit-down meeting  
 with the Executive Chef and management of every dining establishment to discuss each of   
 your requirements.  It would be a fair to claim that up until now, no group has ever received this  
 level of individual attention throughout any journey.  DreamMaker  is absolutely committed to  
 this level of detail at every turn.
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TRANSPORTATION
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The Koh Samui
Villa Experience

Breathtaking scenery, fresh tropical air and spectacular details all come 
together at this stunning private residence. Perched on a hilltop amid 
verdant rainforests above the crystal-clear Gulf of Samui.

VILLA
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Phum Baitang
Phum Baitang in Siem Reap translates to the ’green village’.  This elegant 
hideaway is set within eight acres of lush gardens and paddy fields. It 
includes 25 spacious villas with private terraces.

RESORT
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Dwarika

HOTEL
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Marrakech Villas
Enjoy the privacy of this collection of private villas in a serene enclave of Marrakech.  
Decorated with Berber benches, tantalizing souk finds, antiques, and Beni Ourain rugs, 
the villas also boast pools with loungers, day beds, and domed ceilings as an homage to 
Moroccan architecture.

VILLA
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The grand Oberoi Amarvilas enjoys an unrivalled position just 600 
meters from the iconic Taj Mahal. Each room affords uninterrupted 
views of this ancient monument to love and just inside, a Mughal style 
quadrant is ornamented with cascading fountains and framed by an
arched passageway and gold leaf frescoes.

 The Oberoi
Amarvilas

HOTEL
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French Riviera
Villa

Gorgeous villas with panoramic ocean views in a beautiful setting just 
outside Cannes. Set high above the city overlooking the luxury French 
Riviera, our guests are tucked behind gated grounds with a courtyard 
and garden for the ultimate in seclusion and quiet.

VILLA
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VILLA BOUTIQUE HOTEL
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Villa Cora
The villa is an aristocratic residence built at the end of the XIX century 
upon commission by Baron Oppenheim reflecting the architectural 
styles of that period.  It is dominated by a strong eclectic decor that 
provides the villa with different, sometimes even wonderfully bizarre, 
artistic styles.



Hotel 41

HOTEL
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Farm House 
Boutique Hotel

RESORT
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The Four 
Seasons

The Four Seasons Resort Hualalai is one of the most luxurious resorts 
on the Big Island. The resort features seven unique swimming spots — 
from saltwater ponds with a few friendly manta rays to infinity pools 
straight off a movie set.

RESORT
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Amanpulo
Resort

Amanpulo’s powdery white-sand beach stretches the full 6.5-kilometre 
perimeter of the island, enclosing an unspoilt tropical wilderness. A 
coral reef awaits exploration just offshore in the pristine waters of the 
Sulu Sea.

RESORT
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Shangri La
The Fort

HOTEL
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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TERMS AND CONDITIONSTERMS AND CONDITIONS
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PASSPORT TO 50

A TRULY ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME EXPERIENCE 
CREATED BY

Two Allen Center 
1200 Smith Street,  Suite 1600 

Houston, Texas, United States 77002

+1-800-WHY DREAM? 
(1.800.949.3732) 

Phone: +1.713.529.7117    Fax: +1.713.493.2622
www.HouseofDreamMaker.com

© 2016-2017 DREAMMAKER ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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